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1 Peter 4:8 "Above all, love each other deeply, because love covers over a multitude of sins."

The Advantages of Multi Par Real
Estate Auctions
Real estate auctions offer up so many advantages to buyers and sellers that they wouldn’t receive in
a traditional sale. From avoiding a lengthy negotiation process to the ease of selling, auctions are
truly one of the best ways to sell property. However, did you know that a real estate auction can have
even more benefits when the auction company makes it a multi parcel auction? Multi par real estate
auctions have added benefits for the buyer, seller, AND the auction company, making them a nobrainer for larger real estate auctions.

What is a Multi Parcel Real Estate Auction?
A multi parcel or multi par auction is a type of real
estate auction where the property for sale is
broken up into different parcels before being
auctioned off. This type of auction is typically
seen during a land or farm auction – essentially
anytime there is a large amount of acreage being
sold off. Parcels may be broken up by location,
suitability for specific crop plantation, or if they
contain a house, barn or other outbuildings.
Once the auction begins, buyers have option to
bid on an individual parcel, a collection of

different parcels, or the property as a whole.

Benefits for Buyers
Multi par auctions present a special benefit to buyers as they allow them to only bid on the land they
are interested in. Maybe a neighboring farmer wants to buy a few of the fields that back up to his
property, but he has no need for the house located a few miles down the road. There might be a
family looking to move into a home that has some land for gardening, but they don’t have the desire to
run a full farm. Multi par auctions allow these parties to only bid on the specific parcels they want,
breaking up the sale into smaller chunks for a larger pool of bidders. Of course, there could always be
a bidder who wants to buy the whole property – and they can still choose to do that! Bidders have
more control over what they are buying in a multi par auction which will have a positive impact on their
auction experience as well as increase the number of real estate auctions that they will be able to
participate in,
Benefits for Sellers
The multi par platform opens up a whole new side of real estate auctions for sellers with no additional
risk! The first advantage is that there will be more bidders participating in the auction. Like we said
earlier, some bidders may take part in the auction just to bid on a specific parcel of land. These are
bidders who wouldn’t participate if the property wasn’t broken up. The bidders who are interested in
purchasing the whole farm or building lot will still be there bidding, so now there are even more people
interested in the property than before. Since a larger pool of bidders makes an auction more
competitive, a multi par auction will bring in a higher final bid for the land. Two bidders might be
competing for one field, while two other bidders are trying to win the house, while three bidders might
be going back and forth for the whole property. Collectively, this competition will increase the asking
price per acre – regardless if the property ends up being sold as a whole or not. Lastly, like all real
estate auctions, multi par auctions give the seller a speedy sale process. Instead of having to wait
until a large buyer comes around to place an offer on the whole farm, multiple buyers can come in and
quickly buy different parts of the property.
Benefits for the Auction Company
The benefits for the auction company from a multi par real estate auction are pretty straightforward:
your buyers and sellers are happy. And when they are happy with the result of the auction, they will be
more likely to use your services or participate in another one of your auctions. Additionally, because
multi par real estate auctions typically bring in a larger final selling price, the commission your
company receives will be bigger! What’s not to like about multi par auctions! Multi par real estate
auctions are one of the best ways to sell larger parcels of land. If you’re interested in taking
advantage of the benefits from multi parcel auctions, check out our software here or contact us
today for a free demo!

LinkedIn doesn't have to be boring!
LinkedIn is considered to be the largest
business-oriented networking website geared
specifically towards professionals. With its 500

million members in over 200 countries it is a
great platform to network amongst other
professionals far and wide. A well-written profile
allows you to create an online professional brand
which could lead to opportunities and
connections that you may not have been aware
of.
Hare a couple of reasons why we think
LinkedIn’s marketing platform offers things that
are pretty exciting for networking professionals
and B2B interactions.
Exploring LinkedIn: It does not have to be
boring!

JUST IN CASE YOU MISSED IT!

The Benefits of Google My
Business Listings

3 Reasons your Auctions should
Move Online

With so many businesses on the internet
nowadays, it is hard to differentiate
yourself from your competitors and win
people’s business. One easy way to help
your business stand out from the crowd is a
Google My Business listing. Google My
Business is a free, user friendly tool that
Google offers to help businesses and
organizations manage their online
presence across multiple Google
applications such as Google Search
Results and Maps. A Google My Business
listing helps a business tell their story and
win new customers. Read on to discover
the benefits of Google My Business listings
as well as features and best practices to
help your business and auctions grow!

The terms “keyword research” and
“keyword optimization” get thrown around a
lot, but how do you know what SEO
keyword tools to use? With so many
options out there, it can be tough to find the
best tool to use.
If you are already utilizing keywords in your
SEO and marketing strategies, chances
are you are on the right path! But what
happens when you can’t think of any more
keywords and your current ones become
stagnant and stop bringing new traffic to
your website? Keyword research is
something that is integral to any SEO or
marketing strategy, as you should
constantly be searching for new terms to
describe your business and the products or
services you provide. The more keywords
you rank for, the better!

Read More...
Read more...
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